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 M & M Inspections, L.L.C.

1 Report Information

Client Information

Client Name Stephan Keteltas/Mary McClead

Client Phone

Property Information

Approx. Year Built The dwelling is a primarily southerly facing single story block structure on slab 

with a gable or hip type roof design. The dwelling was constructed circa 1979. 

At the time of the inspection, we found the structure to be in satisfactory 

condition in relation to other buildings of a similar age and style of 

construction.

Approx. Square 

Footage

1,640 SF

Number of Bedroom 3

Number of Bath 2

Inspection Information

Inspection Date Tuesday, February 12th, 2019

Inspection Time 2:00 pm

Weather Conditions Good

Inspection Fee $250.00, additional $50 4-pt Inspection Fee, additional $50 wind mitigation 

Inspection Fee, $350 total.  

WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE INSPECTION:

The scope of this inspection and report is limited to a visual inspection of the systems and components 

as listed below, in order to identify those, if any, which may need replacement or repair. See Standards 

of Practice for a detailed description of the scope of inspection.

Exterior:Landscaping, Retaining Walls, Gutters, Downspouts, Sidewalks and Driveways (both the 

condition of and as they affect foundation drainage,) Roof, Chimney, Flashing, and Valleys, (for 

evidence of water penetration and a description of materials,) Siding, Fascia, Soffit, Walls, Windows, 

Doors, Foundation, Attached Porches/ Decks/ Balconies/ Patios/ Garages (both structural and condition 

of.) 

Interior:Plumbing System: Water Supply/Drains/Vents/Water Heaters/Fixtures, and Locating (But Not 

Testing) Shut Off Valves; Electrical System: Service Drop, Service Panel, Ground Wire, GFCI Plugs, 

Switches, Receptacles, Installed Fixtures, and Smoke Detectors; Heating/Cooling System: Permanent 

Systems, Operating Controls/Filters/Ducts, Insulation, Vapor Barrier, and Ventilation; 

Bathrooms/Kitchen/Other Rooms: Doors/Windows/Walls/Floors (as to general condition), Cabinets, 

Counter tops, and Installed Fixtures; Structure: Ceilings/Walls/Floors, Stairs/Basements/Attic/Crawl 

Spaces (if readily accessible)(as to evidence of water damage and general condition.) - The scope of the 

inspection is limited to the description and the general condition of the above systems.
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OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THE INSPECTION:Any area which is not exposed to view or is 

inaccessible because of soil, walls, floors, carpets, ceilings, furnishings, lack of access or crawl spaces or 

any major system (water or electrical systems, heating system, or air conditioner) that is not currently 

functional is not included in this inspection.  -The inspection does not include any destructive testing or 

dismantling. Client agrees to assume all the risk for all conditions which are concealed from view at the 

time of the inspection. This is not a home warranty, guarantee, insurance policy, or substitute for real 

estate disclosures which may be required by law. Whether or not they are concealed, the following are 

outside the scope of the inspection; - Building code or zoning ordinance violations - Thermostatic or 

time clock controls or Low Voltage wiring systems - Geological stability or soils conditions - Water 

softener or water purifier systems or solar heating systems - Structural stability or engineering analysis - 

Saunas, steam baths, or fixtures and equipment - Building value appraisal or cost estimates - Pools or 

spa bodies or sprinkler systems and underground piping - Radio-controlled devices, automatic gates, 

elevators, lifts, and dumbwaiters - Furnace heat exchanger, freestanding appliances, security alarms or 

personal property - Specific components noted as being excluded on the individual system inspection 

form - Adequacy or efficiency of any system or component - Prediction of life expectancy of any item. - 

The Inspector is a home inspection generalist and is not acting as an engineer or expert in any craft or 

trade. If the Inspector recommends consulting other specialized experts, Clients do so at Client’s 

expense.

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT:The written report to be prepared by the Inspector shall be considered the 

final and exclusive findings of the Inspector/Inspection Company regarding the home inspection at the 

Inspection Address. The inspection report to be prepared for the Client is solely and exclusively for the 

Client’s own information and may not be relied upon by any other person. Client agrees to maintain the 

confidentiality of the inspection report and agrees not to disclose any part of it to any other person with 

the exception of the seller and/or the real estate agents directly involved in this transaction, and/or the 

insurance companies directly involved in this transaction. Client(s) or the inspector may distribute 

copies of the inspection report to the seller and real estate agents directly involved in this transaction, but 

neither the seller nor the real estate agent are intended beneficiaries of this Agreement or the inspection 

report. Client agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold the Inspector/inspection Company harmless from 

any third party claims arising out of the Client's or Inspectors distribution of the inspection report. 

DISPUTES· Client understands and agrees that the Inspector/Inspection Company is not an insurer, that 

the price paid for the subject inspection and report is based solely on the service provided. Client also 

agrees that any claim of failure in the accuracy of the report shall be reported to the Inspector/Inspection 

Company within five business days of discovery and that failure to notify the inspector within that time 

period shall constitute a waiver of any and all claims. The Inspector/Inspection Company shall have five 

business days to respond to the claim. If the Inspector/Inspection Company fails to satisfy the claim, 

liability shall be limited to a refund of the price paid for the Inspection and Report. 
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2 Roofs

Roof Covering

Method of Inspection The roof surfaces were inspected visually by walking on them. Accessible attic 

areas, eaves, and interior ceilings were checked for signs of leakage.

Roof Type Gable or hip or single-ply (flat roof)

Roof Covering 

Material

The roof covering over the main structure is fiberglass/asphalt (architectural) 

composition shingle. This type of roof is typically constructed by installing 

fiberglass backed asphalt shingles over a felt base sheet. Over the back room 

(ne corner) is a flat "single-ply" type roofing material (i.e. modified bitumen) 

with a mineral coating. If installed properly, the architectural asphalt has a life 

expectancy of 15-20 years in Florida.

Number of Layers 1

1) Roof Covering 

Observations
The roof appears to be in overall satisfactory condition. A roof permit was 

obtained in Dec. 2001 (Permitting was obtained from www.pcpao.org permit 

#200100951). 

Note: Opinions stated herein concerning the roof  are in regard to the general 

condition of the roofing surface as evidenced by our visual review at the time of 

the inspection. These findings do not constitute a guarantee or warranty as to 

whether the roof leaks or may be subject to leaking. Roof pitches are not 

calculated.

Ridge vent facing western elevation. Gable roof over garage facing south 

west elevation.
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Gable roof facing north west elevation. Ridge vent over garage facing driveway 

(southern elevation).

Cut valley south east garage roof 

covering.

Northwest corner.

Ridge cap facing easterly elevation. Flat roof at north east corner.
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*Observation only: appeared to be 

either tar patch or spilled tar when roof 

was installed.
Exhaust vent (ne back side) below the 

6 inch recommendation.

Proper vent height. Proper vent height.

Proper vent height.
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2) Flashing, Soffit, 

Fascia and Gutter 

System

Downspouts are an important part of your Gutter System; they are what the rain 

water travels through when it rains. They are designed to direct water away 

from your home and protect it from flooding and water protrusion at the 

foundation and exterior wall systems and help keep the landscaping free from 

water erosion. General Gutter Maintenance: Gutters should periodically 

checked and cleaned by removing debris such as leaves and other objects. The 

gutter system may need to be adjusted to allow the pitch to flow toward the 

downspouts. 

Drip edge flashing around roof was observed visually and appeared to be in 

satisfactory condition at the time of inspection. Gutters and Downspouts were 

observed and found to be free of debris and in satisfactory condition at the time 

of inspection.

Gable end fascia at west end. Gutter/downspout at northwest corner.

Downspout west side.

Gutter/downspout northeast corner.

Attic Area

3) Attic Observations The attic access and openings were located via drop down attic ladder located 

in the garage, and a attic access panel located in the hallway between hall bath 

and front bdrm. The attic was accessed via drop down ladder in garage and 
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visibly observed by crawling around accessible areas.

The visible and accessible sections of the attic appeared to have an adequate 

amount of blown fiberglass insulation. The roof appears to have adequate air 

flow through the ridge cap vents located at the top/center of roof system, and 

the soffit vents located around perimeter of roof. Insulation was not moved.

The visually accessible attic framing was found to have a truss roof system 

design. The framed attic system appeared to be adequate to carry the current 

roof system and we found no evidence to indicate rafter or joist failure. 

Recommendation: We recommend contacting Duke Energy to perform an 

energy audit on the dwelling and to take advantage on possible credits provided 

towards making the home more energy efficient. 

Main air supply/round flex duct. Supply register/air handler in back.

Supplies to ceiling registers.
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Duct box at air handler.

Hurricane clips.

Metal straps connecting roof/wall 

structure.

Straps at gable end.

4) Ventilation 

Observations
The roof appears to have adequate air flow through the ridge cap located at the 

top/center of roof system, the louver vents located at the east and west gable 

ends and the soffit vents around the roof perimeter. 
Roof ventilation from louver vent at 

east gable end and soffits.
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Louver vent at west gable and soffit 

vents.

Ridge cap for ventilation.
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3 Foundation

Foundation

Foundation Type Slab on grade

Foundation Material Poured concrete

5) Foundation 

Observations
Due to the concrete slab construction, interior supports and reinforcement 

members (enclosed within walls, slabs, under grade, etc.) were inaccessible for 

physical or visual review. The visually accessible portions of the support 

systems appeared to be sound and in serviceable condition. 

Many homes in Florida have either a monolithic or stem-wall (slab on grade) 

foundation. Monolithic concrete slabs are more popular because they are faster 

to construct and lower in cost. Its foundation system is constructed as one 

single concrete pour that consists of a concrete slab with thickened portions of 

the slab under load bearing walls and all perimeter edges. Stem-wall slabs are 

foundation systems constructed in three components; a footer to transfer load to 

the underlying soil, a masonry foundation and a poured slab.   

Note: It is probable that the home in is built on a monolithic type slab. Without 

the original blue prints we cannot determine that for certain. 
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4 Grounds

Grading

6) Grading 

Observations
The grading and drainage around the perimeter of the dwelling should be 

monitored and re-graded as necessary (proper drainage could not be confirmed 

during our visual inspection). The grade should be maintained so that the water 

flows away from the foundation at all times. 

Driveways - Sidewalks - Walkways

Driveway Material Concrete

7) Driveway 

Observations
Overall, cement driveway was in satisfactory condition. Periodical 

pressure-washing by a professional will sometimes remove dirt build-up and 

stains that are normal conditions with any stone or cement driveway. 

8) Patios We noticed separation at back side of patio deck. These areas should be 

resealed and periodically monitored for additional movement.  

Backyard patio

Settlement cracks
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Settlement cracks in patio slab
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5 Exterior

Front Entrance

9) Front Entrance 

Observations
No signs of settlement cracks or visible separation at the time of inspection.

Exterior Walls

Structure Type Cement Block

Exterior Wall Covering Stucco

10) Exterior Wall 

Observations
Generally speaking, we found the structure to be in satisfactory overall 

condition and the dwelling generally appeared well maintained.

*Unless noted, the walls, doors, soffit and fascia surfaces were found to be in 

satisfactory overall condition at the time of inspection.

Recommendation: All exterior walls should be examined for settlement cracks 

and sealed if found, to prevent moisture intrusion and further separation. As 

general maintenance with any home, it is recommended that the exterior paint 

be periodically examined and repainted if necessary as additional protection 

against moisture intrusion. 
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Exterior Windows - Doors

Window Type Single/Double Hung vinyl

Window Material Etching in glass states Tempered with ANSI Z97.1-1984 16 CFR 1201, SGCC 

2887.

11) Window 

Observations
Unless noted otherwise, windows were in satisfactory condition at the time of 

inspection. Visual observation suggests exterior caulking or sealing is intact. 

Window operation was tested for open, close and lock capability.

Note: Opinions stated herein concerning the windows are in regard to their 

general condition and operation as evidenced by our visual review at the time of 

the inspection. These findings do not constitute a guarantee or warranty as to 

their life expectancy or overall operation.
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Track for hurricane shutters over 

sliding glass door

12) Exterior Door 

Observations
Unless noted otherwise, windows were in satisfactory condition at the time of 

inspection. Exterior doors were found to be in satisfactory condition at the time 

of inspection.

Exterior Water Faucet(s)

13) Faucet 

Observations
The dwelling exterior water faucets that were visually inspected for signs of 

wear or damage and manually turned on and off for operational verification. 

They appeared to be in satisfactory condition at the time of inspection. 

Action Needed: Exterior water faucet located on east wall was not manually 

turned on. An attempt was made but the handle would not turn under the 

normal force it takes to turn on. It's possible it was over tightened, or it's 

oxidized and in need of replacement. 

Exterior water faucet located on east 

wall. (Unable to turn valve for testing) Exterior water faucet located on west 

wall behind ac compressor..
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6 Heating - Air

Air Condition - Heating

14) AC Unit - Heat 

Pump Observations
The dwelling is equipped with a 3.0 ton heat pump unit, (manufactured date 

circa 2015). 

Heat Pumps have a normal life expectancy of  10-15 years in Florida. 

The air conditioning mode appeared to be operating properly at the time of the 

inspection (digital thermostat is located on the hall wall to left of bath door). 

The condensation line was discharging moisture, which is normal. The system 

is equipped with disconnects.  The heat mode was tested and appeared to be in 

satisfactory condition at the time of inspection.

AC compressor with disconnect located 

on wall at west end.

Specification label on air handler 

located in attic above garage..

Horizontal air handler unit located in 

attic above garage, accessable via 

drop down ladder.
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Digital thermostat located next to hall 

bath.

Digital thermostat located next to hall 

bath. Cooling temperature from supply 

register.

Temperature increase when thermostat 

called for heat.
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Manufacturer date and tonnage (3-ton 

unit)

Heating

Location of Unit Air Handler and main unit suspended from ceiling (ceiling mount) and located 

on ceiling of northwest corner in garage.

Heating Type Electric forced hot-air.

Approximate BTU 

Rating

3.0-Ton

15) Unit Observations The dwelling is equipped with a 3.0 ton electric, forced air heat pump system, 

(manufactured date circa 2015). 

Exterior heat pump units have a normal life expectancy of  10-15 years. 

Heat Pumps should be serviced at least once a year. We recommend have a 

licensed heating and air condition contractor service the system and repair if 

necessary.

Distribution Type Forced Hot Air / Round flex Duct work

16) Ventilation - 

Distribution 

Observations

The exposed and accessible metal, flex, and duct board type duct work was 

visually inspected. Unless noted, the duct work was found to be in satisfactory 

condition. 

Recommendation: The duct work should be periodically inspected to check 

the vapor barrier and prevent leakage of warm or cool air from the system (we 

recommend contacting Duke Energy/TECO regarding their duct testing which 

is a detailed check of the efficiency of the entire duct system). An installed 

heating and cooling source was noted in all rooms. 

Recommendation: As a normal maintenance item, the return air filters should 

be changed or cleaned every few months or as per manufacturers 

recommendation. Also, the condensate drain line should be regularly cleaned by 

pouring white vinegar into the condensate drain line.
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Note: All references to motors and mechanical equipment and their operations 

apply only to the time of the inspection. No warranties as to the length of the 

operation should be implied by this report. Some testing is not done within the 

scope of this inspection including refrigerant levels, refrigerant leakage, head 

pressures, supply and return coverage,  blower door tests on duct work, etc. 

Panels are NOT removed. 
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17) Thermostat 

Observations
Digital thermostat is located on the wall next to hall bathroom. Thermostat was 

manually tested by lowering the room temp which activated the cooling system. 

It appears to have functioned normally during the time of inspection. 

Digital thermostat located next to hall 

bathroom.
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7 Electrical

Service Drop - Weatherhead

Electrical Service Type 120/240 volt, 3-wire, single phase service, Note: feed from underground

Electrical Service 

Material

Copper

18) Electrical Service 

Observations
We inspected the circuitry in the 150 amp/240 volt main panel located on the 

west wall inside garage. The main service disconnect is located in the panel. 

The dwelling is equipped with copper non-metallic branch wiring. Service entry 

conductor material is copper, which is fed from underground.

Electric meter located on west wall.

Electric meter located on west wall.

Main Electrical Panel

Main Disconnect 

Location

The main disconnect is located in the main panel, inside garage on west wall.

Electric Panel Location West elevation, inside garage on west wall.

Panel Amperage Rating 140 Amps as referenced by dual 70amp breakers.

Circuit Protection Type Breakers

19) Electrical Panel 

Observations
In our opinion, the existing main service capacity is sufficient for the current 

electrical demand of the structure. The branch circuit breakers were not tripped 

(toggled) at the time of the inspection, the main disconnect (dual 70amp 

breakers) were tested and appeared to function normally at the time of the 

inspection. 

Recommendation: We also noted in electric panel photos, dust build-up that 

could cause a static short. Recommend further evaluation by a licensed 

electrical contractor and corrected or cleaned as needed.   
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Dust build-up from static cha, 

recommed further evaluation by a 

licensed electrical contractor.

Service label on electric panel door.
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20) Interior - Exterior 

Receptacles A Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) is a protective device specifically 

designed to break the circuit every time there is an imbalance between 

incoming and outgoing current. The GFCI outlet protects electrical wiring and 

receptacles from overheating and possible fire, greatly minimizing the risk of 

shock injuries and fatal burns. It also detects ground faults and disrupts the flow 

of current but should not be used to replace a fuse as it does not offer protection 

against short circuits and overloading. GFCI outlets are important, especially 

when the electrical outlets are positioned close to water. Installing GFCI outlets 

in kitchens, bathrooms, laundry rooms, pools and exterior outlets is a good idea. 

According to National Electric Code (NEC) all homes must be equipped with 

GFCI protection.

The polarity and grounding in a sampling of recepticles were tested and unless 

noted were found to be in satisfactory condition at the time of inspection. 

GFCI's were tested by pressing the test and reset buttons. 

Repair Needed:  Electrical receptical in hall bathroom shows crossed hot and 

neutral,  recommend further evaluation by a licensed electrician for repair  and 

replacement with GFCI receptical. Also, missing wall plate in garage on left 

hand side wall beyond garage access from house. Recommend installing wall 

plate to prevent shock hazardRefer to photo.

Recommendations: During any future upgrading of the electrical system or for 

added safety we recommend installing GFCI recepticles in all appropriate areas 

to further prevent shock and/or short hazards. For further evaluation and repair 

of the electrical systems we recommend you contact a licensed electrical 

contractor to perform the work.

Tested ok with AC outlet tester. Tested ok with AC outlet tester.
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Tested ok with AC outlet tester. Hall bath has reversed hot/neutral, also 

should have GFCI installed.

Hall bath outlet shows hot/neutral wires 

crossed, also should replace with 

GFCI.

Tested ok with AC outlet tester.
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Tested ok with AC outlet tester. Tested ok with AC outlet tester.

Missing wall plate, recommend 

installing wall plate to prevent shock 

hazard.

21) Exterior Lights and 

Fixtures
A representative number of exterior lights and fixtures were checked and, 

unless noted, were operational at the time of inspection.

GFCI exterior outlets were noted and tested on west and north walls.
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GFCI exterior outlet west wall. GFCI exterior outlet north wall.
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8 Plumbing

Water Main Line

22) Main Line & Valve 

Observations
The dwelling is hooked up to the city/county water and sewer systems. Main 

water shut-off located on west wall directly behind ac compressor.

Main water shut-off located on west 

wall directly behind ac compressor.

Water Supply Lines

Supply Line Material The structure appeared to be equipped with copper water supply and 

distribution piping.

23) Supply Line 

Observations
The functional water flow was tested and appeared to be satisfactory. 

Distribution - Drain - Vent Piping

Interior Plumbing 

Systems

Unless noted below, no leakage was noted in the accessible piping. Some 

plumbing repairs (dripping faucets, commodes, etc.) should be anticipated from 

time to time.

24) Observations The structure appeared to be equipped with copper water supply and 

distribution piping, PVC drain piping.

Water Heater(s)

Water Heater Type Electric

Water Heater Location Northheast corner wall inside garage.

Water Heater Capacity 35-gallon water capacity

25) Water Heater 

Observations
The 35-gallon electric hot water heater (unable to verify date because it was 

wrapped with an insulating blanket) appeared to be operating properly at the 

time of the inspection. 

The average life expectancy of a hot water heater is approximately 15-25 years 

under normal conditions. Hot water heaters generally need not be replaced 

unless they leak or continuously burn-out heating elements.
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According to building requirements, hot water heaters are required to have a 

pressure relief valve and drain line, which flows by gravity to the exterior, or 

downward to within 4 inches of the structured floor. The size of the drain line 

should match the outlet size of the relief valve, and an auxiliary pan with a 1 

inch drain is required underneath when the unit is installed at or above the level 

of the living area. 

The water heater appeared to be properly equipped. The relief valve was not 

tested.

Water heater sticker Pressure release valve

Hot water heater
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9 Interiors

Walls - Ceilings - Floors - Bedrooms

26) Ceiling - Wall 

Observations
Ceilings and Interior walls were visually inspected for signs of past or present 

water damage. Random areas (i.e. near bathrooms and kitchen sink) tested 

negative for elevated moisture at the time of inspection but should be 

periodically monitored. There were no signs of water or moisture penetration, 

walls and ceilings appeared to be in satisfactory condition at the time of 

inspection unless noted below.

Note: The attic fan, located on living room area ceiling, was tested and 

appeared operational at the time of the inspection. The return air register is 

located on the hall bath ceiling, the filter should checked on a monthly basis 

and replaced as needed.

Recommendation: As a normal maintenance item, the return air filters should 

be changed or cleaned every few months or as per manufacturers 

recommendation. Also, the condensate drain line should be regularly cleaned by 

pouring white vinegar into the condensate drain line.

Return air register located in hallway 

ceiling in front of hall bath.
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The attic fan, located on living room 

area ceiling, was tested and appeared 

operational at the time

Return air vent located on ceiling in 

front of hall bath.

27) Floor Observations Unless noted, the floor coverings appeared to be in satisfactory condition at the 

time of inspection. The flooring consists of ceramic/porcelain and/or wood 

and/or carpet floor coverings. All floor coverings appear to be generally 

maintained well at the time of the inspection.
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Wood flooring in living room area Mosaic floor tile in south east bedroom

Plank style floor tile in hall bath. Master bathroom floor covering 

ceramic/porcelain

Carpet floor covering

28) Bedrooms
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Bedroom located at SE corner Bedroom closet located at SE corner

Floor covering bedroom located at SE 

corner Master bdrm located at NW corner

Master bdrm located at NW corner

Interior Doors

29) Interior Door Unless noted, the interior doors appeared to be in satisfactory condition at the 
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Observations time of inspection. Except for minor cosmetic scratches and imperfections, hall 

and bedroom doors were in satisfactory condition at the time of inspection. 

Latches and handles were found to be satisfactory at the time of inspection. 

Electrical Conditions

30) Lighting 

Observations
A representative number of interior lights and fixtures were checked and, unless 

noted, were operational at the time of inspection.

Action Needed:  As noted in photo, exposed wires on hallway wall across from 

hall bathroom. Possible that needs doorbell installation. Recommend further 

evaluation by a licensed electrical contractor.

Exposed wires, possible missing 

doorbell.

31) Ceiling Fan 

Observations
A representative number of ceiling fans were checked and, unless noted, were 

operational at the time of inspection.

32) Smoke Detector 

Observations
Smoke Detectors save lives. The majority of fatal fires occur at night, when 

people are asleep. Contrary to popular belief, the smell of smoke produced by a 

fire can numb the senses and put you in a deeper sleep. 

Effective January 1st, 2015, Florida passed a law requiring that when you 

replace a battery powered smoke alarm in your home, or install a new one, it 

must be powered by a non-removable and non-replaceable battery with at least 

a 10-year rated life. This type of alarm uses a lithium ion battery. It's under 

Florida Statute 553.883 which states: "One-family and two-family dwellings 

and town homes undergoing a repair, or a level one alteration as defined in the 

Florida Building Code, may use smoke alarms powered by a 10-year 

non-removable, nonreplacable batteries in lieu of retrofitting such dwelling 

with smoke alarms powered by the dwellings electrical system......." This law 

DOES NOT mandate that you replace an existing hard-wired smoke alarm with 

a 10-year battery alarm, rather, it allows (and encourages) you to install new 
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smoke alarms without having to hire an electrician to implement a new wiring 

system.

Every existing home, should at a minimum, have one smoke detector outside 

each sleeping area and on every level of the home, including the basement. The 

current Florida Fire Prevention Code requires dual powered (battery and house 

current) smoke detectors, inside and outside each sleeping room and on every 

floor level for NEW construction. On floors without bedrooms, detectors 

should be installed in or near living areas, such as dens, living rooms, or family 

rooms.  

Action Needed: We recommend installing smoke detectors in every room, with 

an approved model which meets Florida Building Code Requirements.

Smoke detector located in hallway at 

east end.
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10 Kitchen

Electrical Conditions

33) Electrical 

Observations

GFCI protected to right of stove. Regular outlet (non GFCI) to left of 

stove.

GFCI protected left of frig.

34) Lighting 

Observations
Kitchen lighting were tested and found operational at the time of inspection.
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Kitchen Sink - Counter tops - Cabinets

35) Counter 

Observations
Kitchen counter top were found to be in satisfactory condition at the time of 

inspection.

36) Cabinet 

Observations
Kitchen cabinets were fully functional (doors and draws) and found to be in 

satisfactory condition at the time of inspection.

37) Sink Plumbing - 

Garbage Disposal 

Observations

Kitchen sink plumbing was visually inspected and found to be in satisfactory 

condition at the time of inspection.  Hot/cold water shut-offs were not tested. 

Drain plugs were tested and were operational at the time of inspection.

Note: Filtered water faucet was not operational at the time of inspection, refer 

to photo. 
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Hot/cold shut-off valves below kitchen 

sink.

Drain plugs were tested and were 

operational at the time of inspection.

Filtered water faucet was not 

operational at the time of inspection.

Appliances

General Comments Dishwashers, ranges, ovens, cook tops, exhaust fans and refrigerators have a 

life expectancy of 12-20 years under normal conditions. Appliances are checked 

for basic functioning only. Self-cleaning functions on ovens and ranges and/or 

running a dishwasher through different cycles are not checked and are not in the 

scope of this inspection.  

Appliances were inspected visually only and appeared to be working properly 

or in satisfactory condition at the time of inspection.

38) Stove - Range 

Observations
Note: Some appliances, such as cook tops and ovens, are only turned on to 

check for general functionality. All references to appliances, motors, 

mechanical equipment, digital and/or electrical controls and their operations are 

not exhaustively tested, any general testing that is performed applies only to the 

time of inspection. No warranties as to the length of operation should be 

implied by this report.
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Unless noted, appliances were inspected visually only and appeared to be 

working properly or in satisfactory condition at the time of inspection. Stove 

top burners and oven were turned on and tested and appeared to be functioning 

properly at the time of inspection. 

Heat sensor registered 330 f.

39) Hood Fan 

Observations

40) Dishwasher 

Observations
Note: Dishwasher was full and therefore was not tested as part of the 

inspection.

41) Refrigerator Refrigerator was visual only inspected and appeared to be functioning properly 

at the time of inspection.  
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11 Hall Bath

Walls - Ceilings - Floors

42) Ceiling 

Observations
Hall bath ceiling showed no stains or signs of leakage and ceiling vent was 

operational at the time of inspection. 

Windows - Doors

43) Bathroom Window 

Observations

Privacy glass in hall bath tub/shower.

Electrical Conditions

44) Electrical 

Observations
As noted earlier, hall bath electrical outlet is missing GFCI receptacle and tester 

indicates hot/neutral wires are reversed.. Recommend contacting a licensed 

electrical contractor for further evaluation..  
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Bathroom Sink

45) Counter - Cabinet - 

Sink Observations
Vanity water pressure and plumbing were tested and found to be adequate at the 

time of inspection. Hot/cold water supply shut offs were not tested, no signs of 

leaks were detected during the inspection. Sink drain functioned normal, no 

visible sign of leakage at p-trap and downspout at the time of inspection. 

Shower - Tub - Toilet

46) Shower - Tub - 

Toilet Observations
Shower water pressure and drain were tested and appear to be in satisfactory 

condition at the time of inspection. Toilet was tested by flushing several times 

and appeared to be in satisfactory condition at the time of inspection. 
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12 Master Bath

Walls - Ceilings - Floors

47) Ceiling 

Observations
Hall bath ceiling showed no stains or signs of leakage and ceiling vent was 

operational at the time of inspection. 

Windows - Doors

48) Bathroom Window 

Observations

Electrical Conditions

49) Electrical 

Observations
As noted earlier, GFCI receptacle missing. GFCI receptacles recommended for 

bathroom outlets.  

Recommend having GFCI installed in 

master bathroom.

Bathroom Sink

50) Counter - Cabinet - 

Sink Observations
We noticed that the sink drained slow. This could be caused by a clog in the 

p-trap and/or drain, or it could be that the plunger needs to be adjusted so the 
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drain plug sits higher. 

Vanity water pressure and plumbing were tested and found to be adequate at the 

time of inspection. Hot/cold water supply shut offs were not tested, no signs of 

leaks were detected during the inspection. No visible sign of leakage at p-trap 

and downspout at the time of inspection. 

Recommendation: Further evaluation into why the vanity sink drains slow.

Slow drainage

Shower - Tub - Toilet

51) Shower - Tub - 

Toilet Observations
Shower water pressure and drain were tested and appear to be in satisfactory 

condition at the time of inspection. Toilet was tested by flushing several times 

and appeared to be in satisfactory condition at the time of inspection. 
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Shower drained adequate at the time of 

inspection.

Shower head functioning at the time of 

inspection.
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13 Garage - Laundry

Outlets

52) Garage Door Garage door was tested by activating the wall switch and was operational at the 

time of inspection. Hand held remotes were not tested.

Reinforced bracing

53) Walls - Ceiling Walls and ceilings showed no signs of damage and were found to be in 

satisfactory condition at the time of inspection.

54) Electrical 

Observations
As noted earlier, the light switch has a missing wall plate and should be 

installed to prevent shock hazard.

Missing wall cover

55) Washer - Dryer Washing machine wash cycles were not tested. Dryer was tested by turning on 

and appeared to be running properly at the time of the inspection. 
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